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Our Work: Three-fold Contributions

1. Identify a gap in the proof of FSwA:
▶ found via formal verification
▶ in the CMA-to-NMA reduction

2. Fix FSwA by a new proof:
▶ covers both quantum and classical attacks
▶ in the (quantum) random oracle model ((Q)ROM)
▶ worse loss than [KLS18]
▶ restore full security of Dilithium

3. Formal verification via Easycrypt, classically:
▶ generic CMA-to-NMA reduction
▶ full security proof of Dilithium
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Our Work

Impact:

▶ We fully restored the security of Dilithium.

▶ works using FSwA [LNP22, DKL+18, DFG19, BKP20, BDK+22,

. . . ] to be re-examined

Concurrent work [Devevey, Fallahpour, Passelégue, Stehlé].
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Sigma Protocol

A 3-round protocol where:
Prover convinces Verifier that he knows some secret.

Knowledge soundness:

“Verifier can be convinced only if the Prover knows the secret.”

Honest-Verifier Zero-Knowledge (HVZK)1:

“Verifier learns nothing about the secret from the protocol.”

1Formalized by the existence of a simulator that can simulate the transcript.
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Aborting Sigma Protocol

In aborting Σ-protocols, Prover may abort with some probability.

Relevant in the case of lattices or isogenies,

▶ Protocol is repeated until z ̸= ⊥ to convince Verifier

▶ Typically satisfies weaker version of HVZK (acHVZK)

acHVZK: the transcript conditioned on z ̸= ⊥, can be simulated
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▶ knowledge soundness ⇒ hard to forge a signature (UF-NMA)

▶ (weak) HVZK
!⇒ CMA-to-NMA reduction, i.e. seeing valid

signatures does not help forging

“
!⇒” holds for Fiat-Shamir,

but here lies the catch for FSwA
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Reduction: a forger could’ve simulated signatures by himself

FS[Σ]

simulated by
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c is random and independent of a
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Fixing the Flaw

No easy patch. Had to redo the proof from scratch!

Technical hurdles:

▶ FSwA runs aborting Sigma protocol for unbounded times.

▶ de-tour hybrid steps to handle biased H

Generically, obtain worse security loss.
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Fixing the Flaw

Assuming perfect (weak) HVZK, for CMA-to-NMA reduction:

▶ [KLS18]: quantum and classical loss ≤ ϵ := maxa◦ Pr[a = a◦]

▶ Ours:
quantum loss ≤ O

(√
q2HqSϵ+

√
q3Sϵ

)
classical loss ≤ O

(
qHqSϵ+ q2Sϵ

)

For Dilithium, full security restored!

Restored via better control over ϵ, partially computer-aided

▶ [KLS18]: ϵ ≲ 2−255

▶ Ours, for NIST3 parameters: ϵ ≲ 2−844
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Role of Formal Verification Efforts

▶ Machine-checked proofs using EasyCrypt

▶ Discovery of the [KLS18] flaw



Our Mechanized Proof

▶ Main proofs: ∼ 6000 lines
▶ CMA-to-NMA reduction in the ROM
▶ Properties of Dilithium

▶ Underlying aborting sigma-protocol is acHVZK
▶ NMA to lattice assumptions
▶ Commitment-recovery optimization

▶ + several thousand lines of library extensions

▶ Novelty: Expected number of iterations, infinite hybrids
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Our Mechanized Proof: Future Directions

▶ Extend results to optimized implementation

▶ Incorporate side-channel resistance



Summary

1. Identify a gap in the proof of FSwA:
▶ found via formal verification
▶ in the CMA-to-NMA reduction

2. Fix FSwA by a new proof:
▶ covers both quantum and classical attacks
▶ in the (quantum) random oracle model ((Q)ROM)
▶ worse loss than [KLS18]
▶ restore full security of Dilithium

3. Formal verification via EasyCrypt, classically:
▶ generic CMA-to-NMA reduction
▶ full security proof of Dilithium

Call for action: Re-examine your own FSwA signatures!
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Thank you for listening!

Eprint: ia.cr/2023/246

ia.cr/2023/246
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